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•  Intra-cavity	Thermal	Mode	

Evolu*on	

•  Environmental	Thermal	Control	

•  Tilt	Confusion	Noise	
•  Earthquakes	

•  ScaPered	Light	

•  Angular	Control	

•  Glitches	/	Non-
Sta*onarity	

Excess	Low-Frequency	Mo2on	
Causing	In-Band	Noise	

Low-Frequency/Environmental	
Impacts	on	Duty	Cycle	

Current	2G	Low	Frequency	Problems	
Should	consider	two	types	of	low	frequency	problems:		
One	important	for	Volume	the	other	for	Time.	
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Excess	Mo*on:	ScaPered	Light	
•  As	op*cal	configura*ons	get	more	sophis*cated	and	beams	get	bigger	–	there	will	lot	

more	scaPering	surfaces	in	and	around	the	core	resonant	cavi*es	
–  May	need	more	sophis*cated	math/physics	too	–	see	G1700320	

•  aLIGO	has	learned	that	one	must	pay	much	aPen*on	to	baffles	and	dumps	early	and	
o]en	in	the	design		
–  but	somehow	without	occul*ng	too	many	views	of	those	op*cs	(op*cal	levers,	cameras,	

photon	calibrators,	auxiliary	interferometers)	
•  2G	Examples:	Parasi*c	IFOs	and	ScaPering	Ports	are	everywhere,	not	just	in	Arm	

Cavi*es	

•  Implica2ons	for	2G+	/	3G	IFOs:	Many	suspended	/	sensed	/	controlled	Baffles	
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Input	Op*cs	Baffle	LHO	aLOG	35735	
PCAL	Periscope	LLO	aLOG	33015	



Excess	Mo*on:	Angular	Control	
•  2G	Examples:	You	just	heard	M.	Kasprzack’s	Talk…	

•  Early	commissioning	phases	are	the	most	challenging	for	any	genera*on	
•  If	shot	noise	limited,	light	pickoffs	for	ASC	error	signals	are	a	balance	of		

–  how	much	current	can	sensors	handle	
–  how	much	op*cal	loss	you	are	willing	to	tolerate	

•  If	electronics	noise	limited	--	are	there	areas	for	electronics	noise	
improvements?	
–  Rich	AbboP	says	“Not	that	I	know	of,	if	there	were	I	would	used	them!”	

•  Must	be	able	to	account	for	changes	in	plant	with	IFO	power	(especially	
during	lock	acquisi*on)	

•  Implica2ons	for	2G+	/	3G	detectors:	Elas*c	Waistband,	Belt	and	Suspenders:	
–  Reduce	the	input:	We	should	con*nue	to	pay	aPen*on	to	Low-Frequency	Seismic	control	in	

*all*	degrees	of	freedom	
–  Increase	Observability	and	Control:	Must	have	excellent	noise,	stable,	local	angular	sensors	

to	complement	global	sensors	
•  Connect	seismic	plaqorms	with	Seismic	PlaKorm	IFOs	LIGO-P1300043	
•  In-vacuum	EUCLIDs?	LIGO-P1300051,	LIGO-C1600066	
•  A	3G	worthy	op*cal	lever?		
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Excess	Noise:	Intra-Cavity	Thermal	Control	
•  Op*c	thermal	modal	distor*ons	evolve	on	the	*me-scales	of	1-4	hours	

impac*ng	(with	2G	Examples):	
–  Interferometric	Sensing	and	Control	Signals	(LLO	aLOG	17792),		
–  Noise	couplings	(LHO	aLOG	26264),		
–  Parametric	Instabili*es	(LLO	aLOG	17016),		
–  Response	to	Gravita*onal	Waves	(LHO	aLOG	35041)	

•  Spend	*me	with	your	Op*cal	Mode	Sensor	Array!	
–  Sensors	for	op*cal	mode	matching	like	HWS	and	bullseye		
							WFS	should	not	be	an	a]er	thought	
	

•  2G+	/	3G	op*cal	layouts	hope	to	push	the	limits		
						of	matching		5-	10	cavi*es:	
		
	
•  Implica2ons	for	2G+	/	3G	IFOs:	Ac*ve	wave-front		
					sensing	and	control	essen*al	

–  See	talks	in	Day	5	Plenary	Session	
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Duty	Cycle:	Environmental	Thermal	Control	
•  Vacuum	Enclosure	Area	Temperatures	

evolve	on	12	to	24	hour	*me-scales			

•  2G	Examples:	
–  large	changes	in	DC	alignment	

LHO	aLOG	32757	
–  suspensions	sagging	and	rubbing	

LHO	aLOG	32746	
–  laser	polariza*ons	swing	around	

LHO	aLOG	31471	

•  2G+	/	3G	Implica2ons:	Suspensions	are	
going	to	be	long	with	low	resonance	
frequencies		
–  Low-noise	in-vacuum	temperature	sensing	
–  Excellent	thermal	control	of	Vacuum	

Enclosure	Areas	
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The&pitch&and&yaw&are&well&correlated&with&
temperature&

LIGO-G1500590	



Duty	Cycle:	Tilt	Confusion	Noise	&	EQs	
•  2G	Examples:	An	array	of	ground	rota*on	sensors	–	

Demonstrable	Improvements	to	IFO	Duty	Cycle	at	LHO	
–  Venkateswara,	K.,	et	al.	RSI	85.1	(2014):	015005.	
–  Venkateswara,	K.,	et	al.	BSSA	107.2	(2017):	709-717.	
–  LIGO-G1700331,	LIGO-G1700346,	LIGO-G1700246	

•  You	just	heard	Conor’s	Talk…	
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LSC
LHO: O1 vs. O2 duty cycle
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•  2G+	/	3G	Implica2ons:		
				You	bePer	have	

•  Rota*on	Sensors	--	someone	convince	
Krishna	to	commercialize!	

•  Seismic	Plaqorm	Interferometers
LIGO-P1300043,	arxiv:1201.4718,	
LIGO-G1401221	

•  Adaptable	local	/	global	control	for	
Eqs	
•  LIGO-G1700328	

	

Appendix D: Tilt-Horizontal Coupling

Inertial sensors measure the position of a suspended proof mass in the sensor’s sensitive
direction, xpm. They are well modeled by an damped harmonic oscillator, as shown in Figure
6.8. When a single axis inertial sensor operates under the presence of gravity, its equation
of motion is

ẍsp = ẍpm +
!0

Q
ẋpm + !2

0xpm + g cos ⇥ (6.59)

where xpm and xsp are the position of the proof mass and suspension point along the sensitive
direction, !0 and Q are the natural frequency and quality factor of the suspension, and
0 < ⇥ < ⇡ is the angle of the sensitive direction with respect to local vertical, defined
by gravity. Hence, the sensor output, xpm, is both a function of its orientation and input
acceleration. ⇥ can be decomposed into a constant, optimal orientation ⇥0, and any small
change in orientation as the is sensor tilted, ✓(f) ⌧ 1. If so, then the infinitesimal change
in apparent force of the proof mass is

ẍpm +
!0

Q
ẋpm + !2

0xpm = ẍsp � g [cos ⇥0 cos ✓ � sin ⇥0 sin ✓] . (6.60)
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Figure 6.8: Diagram of a horizontal seismometer (⇥(h)
0 = ⇡/2) under the influence of a small

tilt ✓ of the platform which is translating in the horizontal direction xsp.

We define “vertical” inertial sensor as one whose optimal orientation is ⇥(v)
0 = 0. For

su�ciently small deviations, ✓ from this orientation, cos ✓ = 1 + O(✓2). This leaves the
vertical sensor insensitive to the deviation (to first order),

ẍ(v)
pm +

!0

Q
ẋ(v)

pm + !2
0x

(v)
pm = ẍ(v)

sp � g. (6.61)
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BRS Concept
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Principle:
• Ground tilt is measured by measuring angle

between ground and low frequency beam
balance.

• Horizontal acceleration can be rejected by
locating center of mass at the pivot.

Autocollimator

Venkateswara, Krishna, et al. "A high-precision mechanical 
absolute-rotation sensor." Review of Scientific Instruments 

85.1 (2014): 015005.
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Conclusion:	Build	the	Control	System	
into	Your	Design	

1.   Build	mechanical	elements	with	intent	to	control		
–  Simple	plants	
–  Low-Q	at	all	frequencies	

2.   Observe	and	control	as	many	DOFs	as	possible	
–  The	ones	you	don’t	control	will	always	give	you	a	headache	later!	

3.   Don’t	forget	Early	Commissioning	Days	when	you	don’t	
have	all	the	control	systems	tuned	
–  Build	a	large	dynamic	range	into	you	global	control	or	
–  Accept	several	stages	of	“integrated	tes*ng”	and	a	slow	crawl	to	

design	sensi*vity	as	you	change	out	hardware	

4.   …	It’ll	s2ll	detect	Gravita2onal	Waves!	
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Thank	You	::	Let’s	Discuss!	
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